
 
 

 

Setting up your flight sim for best performance 
by Drzewiecki Design 

 

These tips can be used in FS2004, FSX, Prepar3D and X-Plane 10 
 

 
 
Setting up your flight sim is easy when you know how to handle it. Here are a few tips that will help you control your flight sim settings in 
order to receive a "flyable" performance. Most of the ideas are for general use and can be implemented in all popular flight sims. 
 
 

1. Hardware 
In popular flight sims there are usually 2 hardware elements which matter - processor and RAM memory. 

 

 Processor. Most of the sims are not good with multi-core support which means that is does not really matter if your processor 

has 2 or 8 cores. What does matter though is its clock speed. Although sim developers give us minimal settings like 1GHz 
(FSX) or 2GHz (P3D), forget it! The minimal practical (visuals vs performance) speed is about 3,5 GHz (again - it can be Dual 
Core or Octa Core, this does not really matter in this very case). The best speed would be around 4,5 GHz. But be aware that 
overheating your hardware will cause an extreme performance drop plus visual distortions, even if you have a top-end PC. 
Water cooling combined with vents and air conditioning would really be a perfect solution. 
 

 RAM memory. This is very simple as most of those popular sims are 32-bit applications. In this case your flight sim is not 

going to use more than 4GB of RAM. The best would be to install 6GB - anything higher will simply not be used by your flight 
sim. In case of 64-bit programs there is no such restriction. 
 

 Hard drive. The fastest the drive is the better loading time you are going to get. SSD drives are highly recommended. 
 

Summary: 
In case of a 32-bit flight sim you should have at least a 3,5 GHz processor and 6GB of RAM memory. SSD recommended. 

 
 

2. Operating system 
No matter how good your hardware is, when your operating system works slow your flight sim performance is also going to be low. So why 
your system can perform slower than it should? Well, in case of Windows the best performance is always just after system install/reinstall. 
Later it fills up with some rubbish and after a few years of usage the performance is incomparable. Period. 
 

Summary: 
If you want maximum performance format the drives and reinstall your Windows every 3-4 years. It does really help a lot. 

 
 

3. Other reasons of low performance 
 

 Dirt - your computer and all of its components and especially cooling vents get dirty over time, which can cause overheating 
and other issues. It can be cleaned with a pressurized air for example. 

 Viruses - obvious? Some of them are very well hidden. System reinstall is always an effective way to start over! 

 Hidden processes - sometimes a corrupt svchost.exe can use over 1GB of your memory. Check Windows Process Manager. 

 Pirated software - pirated flight sims and 3rd party add-ons can be incomplete or with corrupt/missing files 

 
4. Defining flight sim problems 
Lets make it clear - not counting visual distortions than may be related to hardware overheating or incompatible graphic drivers, there are 2 
basic problems that may occur in your flight sim - low FPS and OOM (Out Of Memory). Both problems are quite different in resolving and 
both can be generated even in "default" flight sims without any add-ons. Fortunately all popular flight sims have those "Settings" menus 
which can actually fight both problems quite effectively. 
 

Summary: 
Define what problem with your flight sim you have and remember that your flight sim is configurable via the Settings window. 



6. FPS and OOMs vs flight sim Settings 
It is understandable that in case you bought a brand new, horribly expensive processor and A LOT of RAM memory you would expect a 
hypersonic performance... but popular flight sims will not cooperate with you this way. Putting "all sliders to the right" will only make you 
frustrated, angry at 3rd party developers and stunned why it does not work as you have expected. Here is a table that can actually be used 
in any popular flight sim available on the market, as general ideas are quite the same. The table compares various flight sim settings 
versus various problems. 
 
 
Settings impact on the most 
common flight sim problems 

Low FPS Out Of Memory Slow texture loading Visual distortions 

Autogen very high very high very high very high 
AI aircraft very high very high high little 

AI cars & ships very high very high very high little 

Clouds and Particles very high high high little 

Texture resolution little high very high little 

Shadows high high high little 

Water Reflections very high very high high high 
Water Effects (waves) high little little none 

Mesh resolution & quality little little little none 

HDR effects little little little little 

LOD radius high high very high little 

     
Other possible causes:     

Overheating very high none very high very high 
RAM issues none very high little little 

Processor issues very high little very high none 

Graphic card issues little none little very high 
 

 
7. How to adjust settings 
I often read something like "I did 5 flights to an X airport and each time I got an OOM" or "I landed 5 times at X airport and each time 
FPSes were very low". Well, definitely this will occur the 6th time as well. The solution is simple - if you get a problem once, don't wait for it 
to occur the second time. So what you need to do would be: 
 

 Define the problem of your flight sim 

 Look at the table above, find the a setting that has the highest impact in case of your problem and lower it by 20-30% 

 Test new settings in your flight sim 
 
If it works fine you are ok... for now... As you've learned in point 2 (Operating System) this will most probably going to change over time. It 
means that these settings won't work as good as now, lets say, after 2 years of using your computer for work and entertainment. For this 
reason, if you want your flight sim to work really stable at 95% of your flights (flight sims always crash when showing your friends/girlfriend 
how good you are at virtual flying and there is no fix for that) do the following: 
 
 

1. Wait for your computer to be warmed-up. To do that launch some heavy apps or fly in your flight sim for at least 15 minutes. 
2. Open all programs that you use during your flights. Even an opened Chrome window can make a difference. Always try to use 

as little amount of programs as possible! 
3. Select the most performance-unfriendly aircraft you have (it does not mean that the aircraft is badly developed, it can simply be 

"heavy"). If you use just one aircraft for your flights, select it and go to step 4. 
4. Log-in at the most performance-unfriendly place you use in your flight sim 
5. Select dawn or dusk time 
6. Go to your weather customization settings and enable 2-3 layers of clouds, rain and fog + some winds 
7. Define the problem that your flight sim has 
8. Look at the table above, find one "very high" or "high" impact setting and lower it by 20-30% in the Settings window of your sim 
9. Test new settings in your flight sim, also by flying same route/airport as did when the problem occurred 
10. If the problem is still there go to step 8 but select a different setting now while keeping the previous one lowered. If all "very 

high" or "high" settings are already lowered, go forward with a second round. If/when the problem is solved, go to step 11. 
11. Go to your weather customization settings, select unlimited visibility and disable the fog. Keep those clouds though. Test the 

result. 
12. If the problem occurs again change your settings as described in point 10. If/when the problem is solved, go to step 13. 
13. Lower all "very high" or "high" settings by 5-10% for performance reserve. 
14. If the problem occurs again sometime later, lower all the "very high" and "high" settings by 5-10%. 

 
 
I hope this short tutorial will help you setting up your flight sim to better suite your needs and make it perform better. 

Good luck! :-) 
SD 


